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BACKGROUND 
THE F'RDDLEI"' 
The sale of land is not as simple as it used to be 
primarily due to recent developments on hazardous wastes and 
their regulations. Both federal and state authorities have 
contributed to this evolution of regulations by imposing 
stiff penalties when environmental problems arise. It th;;;.?n 
becomes a legal matter which varies from case to case as to 
v~ho i ·::; l i. .:~b 1. e. The problem is only magnified when 
contaminated land has changed hands. This means the buyer, 
seller, and lender in a real-estate transaction need to be 
c: c·ar (·::f u.l " Thus, the objective of this paper is to~ Develop 
guidelines for all parties involved in the transaction 
including the buyer, the seller, and the lender to minimize 
their potential liability. 
Before examples of the potential liability are given, 1t 
might be beneficial to give a brief explanation of the 
primary governing legislation, the Comprehensive 
(CERCLA or Superfund), "" ,·· ljT 
A very brief overview of CERCLA is that it is an act designed 
to clean up contaminated areas and recover the cost of 
cleaning up those areas. The manner in which these costs are 
recovered is very liberal. The costs can be recovered From 
present or past owners or operators of the property as well 
as anyone who transported, disposed of, or t~eated the 
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hazardous substances. The liberal policy is evident from 
this text as just about anyone who had to do with the waste 
in any way could be held liable. Examples include generators 
(parties which produce hazardous waste in some manner which 
must be properly disposed of), banks which foreclosed on the 
property and participated in the management or operation of 
it, current owners of the property, as well as past owners. 
CEI:::cl....t'l li<::\l::)ility i·::; '':;.;tl'"ic:t'':• i.F2 .. :• no rlef}ligi::tnce nE·:·[·,·d 
f:':)ddit:ioni::lll';i, t.h(:;~ J.i<;lb:llit.y :i.~:; ''joint and 
liable for the whole cost of clean up. 1 Thus, the danger of 
costly cleanups is high. Some examples will illustrate the 
problems for each of the three (3) parties involved in a 
ti'"Etns;,::tct:i. on .. They are given next. 
THE BUYEr~~ 
When the buyer purchases the land, he/she immediatedly 
assumes soma or all of the responsibility for cleanup costs 
which could occur. The power of this statement is obvious 
and many examples can be cited. fhe irony of this 
responsibility is that the buyer may be held responsible even 
if the contamination of the land occured before he purchased 
it. The point of strict liability becomes evident here .. 
Joint and several liability becomes. ominous as cleanup costs 
typically can run $1000 per barrel. Many examples are 
available where total cleanup costs run in the millions of 
do .I. 1.::,\r<::;. 
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Some specific examples include: 
A Carolina company which was a transformer reconditioner 
(generator) hired a transporter which disposed of waste 
illegally by dumping PCB contaminated oil on the roadway. 
The court deemed the company (generator) responsible and held 
them liable for a $3,000,000 cleanup. 2 
Missouri vs. Independent Petrochemical where Independent 
Petrochemical <the generator) was held liable even though its 
wastes were removed from the site at which it arranged for 
disposal and taken to another site from which the release 
N~::·w Yor-k \l~-­..... ;; .. General Electric where contaminated waste 
oil was used on a dragstrip to suppress dust. The cour·-t held 
General Electric (the generator) liable stating that 
generators should not be able to contract away their 
TI···IF F:ELLE:P 
The potential liabilities of the seller are much the 
same as with the buyer. The seller would likely be 
considered a past owner or operator and therefore potentially 
subject to the same responsibilities as the buyer. The 
concepts of strict and joint and several liability also apply 
which cleanup costs will attempt to be recovered from 
wherever the money can be found. For example, this could be 
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the case if the current owner of the property could not 
afford the cleanup. The costs would likely then be attempted 
to be recovered from any other liable source which had the 
ffi(Jf18'l ~ 
Some hypothetical examples are: 
A generator sells property which contains a plant and 
underground storage tanks. While the generator owned the 
plant, a release occurred from the plant and one of the 
underground storage tanks developed a leak. 
cleaned up both releases but after the sale, more 
contaminated land and groundwater were found. 
(seller) could be held liable, even if the subsequent 
contamination occured after the ~ale. 
Suppose XYZ corporation sold a piece of land to ABC 
corporation who proceeded to illegally dispose of hazardous 
waste in a landfill on-site. Then ABC corporation 
mysteriously disappears. The courts would want XYZ to 
participate in the clean up unless they can prove the 
contamination was done after the sale. 
THE I....EI\lDE:Ii 
The potential liability for the lender lies in the case 
,_,.Jh r~ I'"(:::, t hi·:·:·:· l E'' n dE·! r· ·f or··· c-:,·! c 1 D ·:::; (~·' ;:; c;, n t hi::" 1 an d .,:\ n d :i. s:; t. h f? 1'- c"· f n t· E·:· 
considered the owner. Again, strict and joint and several 
Maybe more important here than in any other 
case~ the concept of deep pockets comes into play.~ 
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Some specific examples are: 
United States vs. Maryland Bank & Trust in which the 
bank foreclosed on land with release of hazardous waste from 
fifty-five gallon drums and held the property for four years. 
The court held that the bank was the owner and was held 
responsible for a $460,000 cleanup on a loan originally of 
$335,000. 6 
Union National Bank of Massachusetts in which the bank 
acted as owner by setting the salary of a new consultant, 
allegedly forcing removal of president, and forcing transfer 
of assets. They settled for $250,000. 7 
Pennsylvania Bank foreclosed and hired a construction 
company which illegally disposed of waste and the bank ended 
up paying $900,000 fer the cleanup. 8 
THE SOLUTION 
The danger of the situation is obvious, so, the question 
becomes what can each of the respective parties involved in 
the real estate transaction do to protect themselves? In the 
following paragraphs, measures which should be taken will be 
briefly addressed. In general, any party involved should 
take precautionary measures and, most importantly, document 
and retain any developments germane to the transaction. Some 
general comments are offered below to show what can be done. 
THE BUYER 
The buyer party of the transaction is str1v1ng to 
5 
protect himself against any future or present problems. The 
manner in which he achieves this is by assessing the current 
condition of the Grooertv 
r ' ' 
and attempting to obtain any 
indemnifications possible for past damages. This assessment 
would likely be done in the form of an environmental audit, 
which will be common to all parties involved in the 
transaction, and will be discussed at great length in 
succeeding sections. The buyer would then likely attempt to 
obtain insurance against such liabilities if possible. 
THE SELLER 
The seller~ like the buyer, wants to protect himself 
against future developments and problems. His/Her goal is to 
establish the current condition of the land at the time of 
the transaction and clear himself of any future liability. 
Again, to assess the condition of the land, an environmental 
audit will be necessary with different parameters stressed 
than in the case of the buyer. These differences will be 
pointed out in later sections. The seller should also 
attempt to obtain contracts clearing himself of future 
liability stating that the land was in a certain condition 
the time of the transaction. 
THE LENDER 
The lender 1s also guarding against future problems. 
Like the other two parties, the lender should perform an 
environmental audit to assess if problems could arise. The 
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reason 1s that the lender will eventually have to weigh the 
risks of a cleanup cost against the loan amount. 
plays into this too as at all costs the lender may not decide 
to foreclose, and certainly not actively participate in 
managing the land, if future problems arise. Tht2 banks 
decision is therefore very complicated and should be 
evaluated thoroughly. The lender should also request 
periodic assessments after the purchase is made to see how 
its investment is progressing. 
All of this forms a seemingly unsurmountable barrier 
which offers no security to anyone involved in a real estate 
ti··c.,n·::;.,;,\c:t i cJn. Such is not the case. First, professional help 
in the form of consultants and lawyers would be beneficial in 
There are any number of professionals specializing 
in this area and the investment of their services is well 
Another area of security was announced when 
Congress passed the Superfund Ammendments and Re-
authorization Act (SARA) in 1986. SARA contained a clause 
which offers some security to individuals involved in a real 
estate transaction. The statement is as follows: II f'iiU!3t 
have taken, at the time of acquisition, all 
inquiry• into the previous ownership and uses o·f 
The question then becomes what is 
mentioned previously come into play. That is their job~ to 
7 
know what is the appropriate inquiry. The impact to all 
parties involved in the real estate transaction are obvious. 
The legislation provides an opportunity to reduce potential 
liability in writing. The individual ways to achieve this 
will be given in the individual sections for each of the 
parties involved. 
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 
The purpose then of this research is to find ways for 
all three parties to better manage their liability exposure. 
Specifically, the buyer needs to know what liabilities may 
exist in present site contamination. The seller wants to set 
an existing condition baseline so he/she will net be held 
responsible for any future problems. Finally, the lender 
wants to avoid having to foreclose on a piece of land with 
environmental problems thereby accepting the liability. 
This paper will address these problems and develop a 
procedure to minimize the probability of their occurance. 
Part of this procedure will include the use of an 
environmental audit in all cases. Since this audit is common 
to all parties it is given a separate section and is probably 
the single most important development of the paper. It is 
tri1e that the three parties will be interested in different 
aspects of the audit and these will be pointed out in the 
separate sections, but the general idea of the audit will be 
the same for each. The next section therefore will discuss 
at length the procedure to be followed while performing the 
8 
audit.. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL AUDIT 
This section discusses the environmental audit which can 
be broken down into four phases~ abstract review, paperwork 
search/review, on-site inspection, and lab tests. A 
flowchart of the procedure can be seen in figure 1. 
The section is written from a buyers point of view because 
the buyer 15 the one potentially assuming the most liability. 
The concepts of the audit remain the same for three 
parties in the transaction however and, as stated previously, 
the differences will be developed later. 
ABSTRACT REVIEW 
The first step in an environmental audit happens long 
before the actual on-site inspection, which 1s commonly 
thought of as the actual audit. This first step involves a 
title check of the property in question. An attorney should 
be hired to check the abstract of the property as these 
abstracts can be very long and complicated. The abstract 
review should check for· ownership, leins, right-of-ways, 
royalties, and, if possible, use. The desired outcome of the 
review Cin addition to the normal checks) should be a list of 
past owners with uses for the land, if possible. Parties 
involved in the transaction should then review this list for 
potential problems (Joe Blow Plating Co., Bob's Fuel Dump, 
Tom's Landfill, pipelines, etc.). The question to keep in 
10 
GEHERAL REAL-ESTATE TRAHSACTIOH PROCEDURE 
Abstract 
Review 
Paperwork Search/ 
Review 
On-site 
Inspection 
Lab 
Tests 
Negotiations 
Fignre 1 
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•locate potential 
problems 
•obtain any haz. 
waste records 
•review for potential 
problems 
•view target areas 
•view entire property 
•view bui I dings 
•contact neighbors 
•map areas for testing 
•basic level tests 
on ground/water 
•second level tests on 
target areas (from steps 1&2) 
•establ ish baseline 
•agree on condition of 
property 
•bargain for contractual 
advantages 
m:i.nd i~;;;, ''I·;;:; thE?r-~~::• an;./ i.nd:i.catinr--; o .. f ha~::dl'"dCJu·:::; wa~;te 
.:tci::l \/i ty?" 
The next step is to ask the owner (seller) what he/she 
knows about previous owners or any problems that have arisen 
in th£? p<::\·:;'l:. These questions could be directed at potential 
problems located in the abstract review. 
:i. n qu :i. ,, .. y ,L -·· L l_J !f in 
locate any potential problems which require further 
:L rt\/f::!·:.:.;t :i. qat :i. on .. The owner (seller) may have some information 
which is beneficial for further investigation. 
PAPERWORK SEARCH/REVIEW 
The next step is to initiate further investigation into 
ths problems indicated in the abstract review by reviewing 
past owners hazardous waste records/compliance. The first 
step in this investigation is to obtain as much documentation 
on questionable owners/uses as possible. The following list 
nf agencies should be written for the listed information: 
II (~ 
__ } .. ••.. J .. I"" 1···, f\ t:::, It j"' II j•~j II 
j·,..IEt:ll. CodE':' 4 .. ·-:i.O:l 
401 M Street South~est 
Washington D.C .. 20460 
F3 0 () .... !:!. ·.? <'1- ..... C)::~; 4 b 
Oklahoma Department of Health 
Waste Management Services 
:i,.;)()C· J-...J .. E. lOth 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73152 
c 4o::;) :.~:7 :1. ..... ~'i:~::::::o 
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This is a RCRA-CERCLA 
l'"•::.·p or .. t c:-d .. f: Oi'" 
investigation by EPA. 
They can tell the status 
and results or simply if 
land in question 1s on 
1i.~:;t .. 
Complete state file 
including quarterly 
reports, compliance 
records, manifests, 
permit status, state 
v,; .~·:\ s:; t rz::.~ p 1 .=:t n :! l~:~ t c " 
Oklahoma Civil Defense Agency 
Rogers Office Building Tunnel 
Oklahoma City~ Oklahoma 73105 
( 40~3) 5:2:1. ··<24D :l. 
0 1::1 <?. h cHn <.-3. t,oJ i'l t.: e r· r-;: E· ~:; o u I'" c E:'! s El o .:u·· d 
l 000 1\i. E. 1Oth 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73152 
( i:j-()5) 27:1. .... .:,;:~5~i~.3 
Hazardous Waste Man. Div. 
EF'i~l F:t~~g i on b 
Allied Bank Tower at 
Fc::.untaj. n F'l <:.i.C:E} 
11.1- .!.J. ::::; r~ o ~:; ·::; 1'-1 v "'" r·1 u \"' 
Dallas, Texas 75202 
City or County Offices 
respective county 
Dl'" rnun :i. c: :i. pal it'/ .. 
"['.' .... ,. L':.l • --j~~}-~ 
.1. tc:' l l"lfi '"· a I I L 'wj ... L ', 
·!· ••• ") ·f ")I'" "'j·- ... -~--· ......____,_ \ 
- "·vl. \. II :::> ~l \..J ....__ .. J 
To:-: i c Ch\~m:i. c<:.'il 
F(i!.:~l E:?as(e FoJ'"m·:s. 
W;:i!5t:.E~· di !::;po!s,"'\1 
permits,permit files, 
compliance records .. 
Complete file including 
not if j_ cr.i'\7. i em Di: 
h a;-:. ;,:tr· d ou ·::a v~a ~:; t e 
,;:~cti v:i t:y:, L.JST 
notifications, permit 
applications, compliance 
I'" ec c:w d !:; • 
Local records such as in 
aE•I'" i ,::il photcE; 
The addresses given are for Oklahoma but the list could 
be easily ammended to any other geographical location with 
some phone calls .. When writing for information, be as 
specific as possible. Any names, addresses (questionable 
ones located in title check), legal descriptions, and other 
possible subsidiaries which can be given will aid and speed 
the process of obtaining information .. Also, ask for all 
information they can give on past owners or uses of the land. 
During the paperwork search/review phase, it may be 
beneficial to visit some agency to view their records. In 
Oklahoma, the State Department of Health has very extensive 
files on all generators in the state .. The files contain the 
waste plan filed with the state, manifests, compliance/fine 
records, permit applications, UST notifications, and~ in 
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general, any correspondence with the facility. It would be 
well worth an interested parties time to make a trip to v1ew 
this file first hand and secure the documentation. 
Some information as to past practices could be obtained 
from past owners. Therefore, it is beneficial to contact 
these past owners. One strategy would be a two letter 
approach. The first letter informs them of the situation and 
asks for any records they have on hazardous waste activities 
<same information as stated earlier). The second letter asks 
for information on specific problems found in the background 
review or earlier in the paperwork search. The reason for 
this contact is that it may be an avenue to obtain 
documentation which could not be secured from the various 
agencies. 
After the documentation 1s secured, a review is in 
order. An extensive checklist is provided in appendix A to 
aid this review. The first objective cf the review is to 
lock for blatant problems. These, again, could be potential 
problems indicated in the background review. Examples of 
blatant problems would be spill reports, fires, or final 
destination copy of manifests nat filed. The remainder of 
the review is more qualitative in nature. In general, this 
check is for more subtle problems like inconsistincies, 
improperly filled out forms, and deviations in amounts. For 
example, SiJppose quarterly reports showed a fairly constant 
volume of waste being disposed of and, all of the sudden, 
along comes a quarter where the volume 1s significantly 
14 
1 (J~·~G?I'" ., This would require further investigation. Anot.h€,~1~ 
example would be waste being disposed of at an unknown 
1.=-:~nd·fi 11. 
"1"1 ., 
·1e qcJ.::1 .. of the paperwork search is to account for all 
waste and locate problems which will be examined in detail in 
the onsite inspection, subsequent tests, and detective work. 
A flowchart for the paperwork search/review procedures is 
given in figure ~· 
ON-SITE INSPECTION 
Before the actual site visit, the inspecting party 
should review potential problems located in previous sections 
for hints of areas to observe on the aud1t~ All \•iov-k :i. n t.he 
audit section so far has been leading up to this very 
subject, to hint at potential problems to look for on-site. 
Also before the actual site visit, the inspecting party 
should keep in mind that the goal of the inspection is to map 
areas for testing and further research. 
Once on-site, the first task is to walk around the 
property observing any signs of potential problems. The 
walkaround should include all of the property. 
should not be hurried. For instance, one of the first things 
to look for is drums or other indication of waste disposal. 
If the walkaround 1s hurried~ drums could be overlooked 
because they were in the weeds or partially hidden. Dur··i ng 
the walkaround, certain target areas should be carefully 
15 
Documentation 
Contact Federal 
Authorities 
Contact State 
Authorities 
Contact Local 
Authorities 
PAPERWORK SEARCH/REUIEW PROCEDURES 
•RCRA/CERCLA database 
•EPA region 
•obtain status and 
any documentation 
on property 
•dept. of health 
•civi I defense agency 
•water resources board 
•corporation commission 
•obtain status and 
any documentation 
on property 
•county 
•c i ty 
•obtain any local 
records on property 
Review 
Uisits 
•m1n1mum of 
State Level dept. of health 
~----r-----~ •view entire 
Heighbors 
file on property 
•talk about local 
events 1 I ayout s 
•est ab I ish 
credab iIi ty 
•comp i I e a I I data 
•see check I i st in appendix 
•subjective review 
•summarize potential problem 
~--------~ areas 
Figure 2 
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A checklist of target areas can be found in 
The walkaround and observation of target areas 
is very subjective and, in general, is looking for something 
"unn,::itt..u·-·;al" .. For example, creeks or ponds with dead fish or 
no life are a good sign that something is wrong. 
the walkaround, flood areas should be observed. 
f.H so dw .. - i nq 
Lcn-v··-J.·y-i n~J 
areas on the land in question and upstream sources are both 
candidates for areas of contamination. The aerial photo's 
mentioned earlier in this section might be helpful to locate 
ether areas which should be observed or mapped. 
After the walkaround has been performed and questionable 
areas have been mapped, any buildings on the premises must be 
walked through too. The process will be similar to the land 
walkaround with different target areas stressed. 
the building had some hazardous waste activities at some time 
in its past, target areas would be: Areas on floors where 
drums spilled or sat, storage areas and where runoff goes, 
containment areas, drainage system, loading area for 
transport, underground storage tanks, and drum storage areas. 
Again, this walkaround will be very subjective emphasizing 
locations where hazardous waste could have leaked to the 
environment or even currently be releasing to cause later 
Neighboring property owners should be contacted. 
action could have been put in the paperwork search/review 
section as it is really just another way to obtain 
information on past practices or check information already 
17 
obtained for accuracy. It is placed on the actual visit to 
the site though as part of t h ,,.~ c::o n ···· ~; :i. t i::~ 
contact with the neighbors could prove beneficial. 
neighbors might be able to divulge information about local 
historical events such as floods, earthquakes, fires, spills, 
toxic clouds, or evacuations that have occured affecting the 
land in question. They can also be a source for information 
such as areas that flood and other neighbors. r::· i. n .:·,\ 1 1 y !' t h :i. ·::; 
action could make allies by showing environmental 
A flowchart for the on-site inspection 
procedure is provided in figure 3. 
The lab tests are argueably the single most important 
outcome of the environmental audit. The reason is that they 
are scientific, concrete evidence for subsequent 
There will be two levels of testing. 
first level consists of general tests to establish existing 
For instance, ponds will likely be tested for 
The first level tests on water will be pN, 
heavy metals, and 
metals and cation exchange capacity will be made. 
The second level tests are more specific to problems 
noted in the on-site inspection. Second level tests might 
consist of EPA waste characterization, TDX, total organ1c 
18 
OHSITE IHSPECTIOH PROCEDURES 
Observe Target 
Areas 
Observe Bui I dings/ 
Foundations 
Observe Heighbor 
Suggestions 
Co II ate Information 
and Map Areas For 
Testing 
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•see check I ist 
in appendix 
•blatant problems 
•view entire 
property 
•storage areas 
•foundations 
•underground 
storage tanks 
•possible flood 
areas 
•old problem 
areas 
•make notes for 
negotiations 
purpose 
carbons, pH, heavy metals, total d1ssolved solvents, 
pesticide, herbicide, hydrocarbon scan, or whatever 
appropriate tests need be made. 
The goal in any case is to establish what level of 
contaminants are in the medium (soil, water). These levels 
will then be used to evaluate the condition cf the land and 
weigh the probability of problems develcp1ng. 
20 
THE BUYER 
The buyer is the party potentially assuming the most 
liability and is therefore interested in every phase of the 
environmental audit. Again, his/her goal is to evaluate the 
property and weigh the results against the potential 
l:iabil:ity. The buyer must initiate all action in the audit 
and constantly evaluate his/her progress. The level of depth 
any given step in the audit procedure is investigated is 
based on the results of the previous step. For instance, if 
no indication of hazardous waste activity is found in the 
abstract review, some minimal level of paperwork search 
should be initiated, but the full-blown procedure may not be 
The following procedures should be followed as a minimum 
assum1ng no indication of hazardous waste activity or 
problems are found at any given step: 
1. Abstract review-have the attorney review the 
abstract and give uses along with owner and company 
name if possible. 
2. Paperwork search-at least make contact, by phone or 
in writing, with state and federal authorities 
inquiring about the status of past companies, 
facilities, or owners. 
view the land by at least walking around noting 
anything suspicious. 
4. Lab tests-at least basic tests should be run on 
21 
water and ground. 
Again, remember that these steps are minimums that 
should be performed and that, if at any step, questionable 
results are found, the procedure should itterate back to the 
appropriate step. Most often this step will be paperwork 
search/review. 
In addition to the environmental audit, the buyer should 
inquire about insurance. This inquiry should be based on the 
results of the environmental audit and the potential 
liability recognized by it. This insurance will likely be 
expensive but could prove to be very beneficial should the 
buyer decide to purchase and problems arise. It will also 
give the buyer another point of view as to the status of the 
land as the insurance company will likely also go through 
some sort of audit procedure. Insurance may also be required 
by the lender, depending on the amount of the loan and the 
potential liability identified by the lender. 
This brings up a point which should be addressed, the 
similarity between the buyer and the lender in a real estate 
purchase with the possibility of environmental risk. 
goals of the two parties are very similar, they are both 
trying to protect themselves against future problems. 
Because of this similarity, the buyer should work in 
conjunction with the lender concerning the environmental 
audit. The cooperation may result in lower cost in 
performing the audit and better, more subjective, overall 
22 
This also brings up the fact that it would be 
benefitial for the buyer to contact the lender as early in 
the process as possible to save himself/herself some wasted 
v'JOt'" k. 
Finally comes the negotiations stage which occurs after 
all audit activities and lab tests have been performed. The 
first step will be to decide on the current status of the 
land based on the lab results. From here~ bargaining for 
advantage will take place based on the agreed condition of 
Again the lender is going to be involved as he/she 
is going to have an idea of how much he/she will be willing 
to 1 CJar·t .. 
While in the bargaining stage, the buyer should attempt 
to obtain any contractual agreements clearing him/her of 
liabilities which may arise because of past practices. 
h E:\ V i 1"1 (l d i !5 C U ::; f:5 €~ d t h f."':."• C: D n ·:;; (\:~ q t ••• l ..-~~ ll C: E~ ~:;; ~·J :i. t h ............ _Jj~.§"2 . .:ll§T ) ... ~ a in h e I'" E'£• b y 
cleared of any future liability which may develop on the 
p , .... CJ p f21'" t y h (·."·."·! !'" (."·."·:· i:."."l y d E"! -::;; c: t'" i i:J i:.'':! d " II lt is very unlikely that such a 
statement would ever be agreed upon or signed by the seller 
but it is a starting pc1nt .. 
Finally, the buyer should keep in mind that he/she needs 
to be patient throughout this process. 1t is the very nature 
the way which will be very discouraging. The problem could 
arise if a price is agreed upon which ''seems toe good to be 
23 
will likely be a reason for such a deal. 
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THE SELLER 
The point of view of. the seller is very different from 
that of the buyer or lender. True, the seller is interested 
in protecting himself/herself against potential liability but 
from another point of view. The seller is trying to sell 
some land, and with it~ possibly some liability. For these 
reasons, the points of the environmental audit stressed by 
the seller are much different from those of the buyer or 
lender. 
The seller is only interested in establishing the 
current condition or environmental baseline of the property. 
For this reason, he/she has no interest in the abstract 
review or paperwork search/revi~w. Besides, he/she probably 
already knows much of what would be found in those steps. 
The seller is similarly not as interested in the on-site 
inspection as he/she certainly should already know the status 
of the property. The sellers most stressed point of the 
audit section is the lab tests and results. It is from these 
that he/she can establish the environmental baseline. 
In addition to establishing the environmental baseline, 
the lender will want to check into the financial background 
of the potential buyer. This is more a common sense point 
than one concerning the technical end of a transaction but 
one worth noting nonetheless. A bad credit rating could be 
one reason for doubt about a potential buyer. 
When the process proceeds to the negotiations phase, the 
sellers goals are simple: To get as high a price as possible 
25 
fer the land while releasing himself/herself of as much 
liability as poss1ble. Similar to the buyer seeking 
'· t 'I . concrac~ua .. agreements himself/herself of future 
liability~ the seller will strive for contractual agreements. 
The sellers ideal agreement would clear him/her of all future 
1 . I . J . l J.,:\::il .1'7.y. 
do hereby and forever claim no financial responsibility for 
environmental damages which may arise on the property 
buying the property would ever agree to such a statement but 
it is a place to start the bargaining from the sellers 
!;;t;;;,_ndpc;:i. nt. 
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THE LENDER 
It could be argued that the lender is the party assuming 
the most potentially liability in a real-estate transaction 
with the poss1b1l1ty of environmental damage because of not 
c:>nly hav:i.ng t.o l--'JOI'"I·-y ai::Jout. the buy£~1'" p.:-~ying b.::Ac:k the loan but 
about foreclosing and assuming all clean-up costs in 
add1t1on. For this reason, the lender is also very 
interested in the environmental audit. The sections of the 
audit the lender deems most important will likely differ 
somewhat from those the buyer sees as being important though. 
The lender will most often be more interested in the on-site 
inspection and lab results and not as Interested in the 
abstract review and paperwork search/review. Th :i. ·:;; i ~:; n crt t: o 
say that the lender is not interested in the background of 
the property as he/she certainly is, but rather to say that 
he/she will likely not spend as much time on the abstract 
review and paperwork search/review. The lender should make 
some superficial check into the background but it will likely 
consist of simply contacting authorities and visits would be 
As was stated in the buyer section, the lenders and 
buyers goals are much the same. For this reason it would be 
beneficial to cooperate with the buyer during the 
This would be a way for the 
lender to get information without actually doing the work 
In addition to the environmental audit, the lender has 
27 
several responsibilities. If the buyer is a generator of 
hazardous waste or plans pn continuing the business which is 
currently en-site and a generator, the history of regulatory 
compliance should be checked. The lender will also check 
into the financial stability of the buyer. Dther- :l s;;s::.UG!s; tht? 
lender should inquire about include insurance, coverage 
limit<";!, clnd €;:>:<clur::;iuns;. 
After all the data is compiled, the lender has to weigh 
a very complex situation. Based on the everything (audit 
results, potential liability because of foreclosure of 
bankruptcy, buyers financial status, compliance record~ 
insurance, etc.) that has been compiled to this point, the 
lender has to decide if and how much he/she will loan. The 
lender should then be involved in the negotiations and 
bargaining stage. 
First there is the foreclosure option should problems 
arise in the future. This is an option which should be 
considered, even if the buyer defaults on the payments 
causing the lender tu take a loss. This loss could be small 
in contrast to foreclosing and paying a large clean-up bill. 
If problems arise and the lender does decide to foreclose, 
he/she should under no circumstances actively participate in 
managing the facility. This would be viewed by the courts as 
being a owner/operatur and pull them into the picture of 
b i:? in tJ 1 i ,·::.t:Jl E). They are already taking a chance by 
28 
foreclosing in the first place which would likely be viewed 
as owner. Also if the lender loans money, he/she should make 
periodic environmental assessments of his/her investment. 
29 
CASE STUDY 
The scenar1o presented here is that of the reader as the 
potential buyer of ABC industries. The plans are to continue 
the existing business of metals manufacturing specializing in 
heat exchanger repair and production. The audit is currently 
in the review phase of the paperwork search/review procedure. 
A summary of the abstract review from the attorney 1s as 
:!.966 .... ·1.970 
1 970--·198'7 
LJ:'lf"l ct !.11~~Ct~~.r~· .. 
ii .. 1,.\1 • li" a. 1 1 i::l c: 1!!:.' 
PWI Landfill Inc. 
Allied Car Repair 
{·~BC Inc:lu·:5ti~ :i es 
t::l~.l.t(::~r?.. 
P.h;)l··" :i c u l t u n::· 
F' j·- i V c:\ t Gi l y 0 W ["I (·::·) d 
Body Shop Operation 
Metals Manufacturing 
A sketch of the property is provided on the following page 
and the following documentation has been secured which 
·f clll CJv~·:; ~ 
*EPA notification of hazardous waste activity form 
*Quarterly reports for hazardous waste disposal 
*Underground storage tank notification form 
*Hazardous waste manifests 
The objective then is to make a list of all potential 
problems indicated in the information available and to also 
list the places testing should be performed. 
solution is provided at the end of the documentation. 
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l~m Approvtld. OMS No. 2050-0028. E llPiftiS 9-30·88 
GSA No 0146 EPA OT 
&EPA Notification of Hazardous Waste Activity 
Please refer to the Instructions for 
Filing Notification before complellng 
this form. The informaloon req_uested 
here II requ1red by law (S~cfton 
3010 of tha Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act) 
J:8::1a. Generator 0 lb. Less than 1,000 kg/mo. 
0 2. Transponer 
0 3. Tr .. ter/Storer/Disposer 
0 4. Underground Injection 
0 6. Market or Burn Hazardous Waste Fuel 
(llntar ·x· 11nd m11rk 11ppropri11tt1 box tiS billow/ 
0 11. Generetor Marketing to Burner 
0 b. Other Marketer 
0 6. Off-Specification Used Oil Fuel 
(11nt11r ·x· and mark appropriattl box11s billow/ 
0 a. Generator Marketing to Burner 
0 b. Other Marketer 
0 c. Burner 
0 7. Specification Used Oil Fuel Marketer (or On s1te Burner) 
Who Firat Claims the 011 Meets the Spec1ficat1on 
Mark ·x· in the appropruue box to sndicate whether th1S is your installation"s first not1f1cat1on of hazardous waste activity or a subsequent 
no11f1cat1on. If th1s IS not your first not1f1tatlon. enter your snstallat1on·s EPA 10 Number in the space prov1ded below. 
~A. First Notification 0 B. Subsequent Notification (compl~t• itttm CJ 
EPA Form 8700·12 (Rev. 1 1·86) Prev1ous ed1t1on 15 obsolete. Continue on reverae 
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EPA 1.0. No •. , l~ID 11 !'# lsl41i I tf ll J I~ 
Disposal Plan No. ltlllzl4111 
19[1Jk] Report for Ou.arttr Ending~~, 
Mo. Cay v.,, 
QUARTERLY REPORT 
GENERATORS OF 
CONTROLLED INDUSTRIAL WASTE 
o be completed by generators of controlled industrial waste as defined by 63 O.S. 1981, 1 1·2004 et seQ., and rules and regulations promul· 
ued pursuant thereto, on a quarterly basis. This report is to be received by the Oklahoma State Department of Health, Industrial Waste 
~ivision, no later than thirtY (30) days after the end of the quarter. • 
usiness/Piant Name:_.A..Lif2IIC;..IIIIIC,:;.__~/11~du.::;-..::..rfr"-'-t:...:t':...:S~---------- Phone No. ('fiB ) ~% ·b82l,; 
~ailing Address _ _.luZ~&.~~~:3;...__~UJ~<'..aS'..a.L...-£uT...:.Yi...:.~-=~:....f;--. __ CitY _ _.Ti. .... u""...,/r. . . ~"---- State OK Zip 741/3 
I ant Address/Location ___ _.5j.:..:a1..01LC..:..~oo~.__ _____ City CountY----- State ____ _ 
AuthorizedA~ntandTide~~~~·~~~· ~~~~~0~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~u~~-~~~~-----------~ 
~~-p~-~-N-o.--/---o-f--,------~ -vpe or print clearly. Group entries by receiver, or use 
eparate sheeu for each. 
® 
EPA OKLAHOMA RECEIVERS HAULER T WASTE WASTE PERMIT liCENSE 
COOE CODE NUMBER NUMBER 
r_ 
•0 o I I~ if ~~ rz. J 0 /( ~ ~ Cf '1- 2 I 0 '2 () 
,r> ()O I I ' ~ ~ cr 2. 0 X. t; l 'I 'f '2. I o ~~ 1, 0 -~ 2 'Z. 14 ~ ~ -z.. 3 0 !I. ? 1 l«f 4 j'l 10 rz 0 
yl 
.I 
1 
T 
I 
..,. 
I ! ·-
-I_ 
r--
-·· 
1 
-
r 
TOTAL QUARTERlY • 
VOLUME REMARKS- Oispoeel Methods, Procedures or Problems+ 
I o 0 0 0 ~ R~cude 
5 lQ () lo.. ~ Fuels · Fh p:tt It'\. 
--
3 0 0 0 l~ /¥Jlee.~ WelL 
------
-
-
- -------
--
u I / ,...._ ,.. 
1~ ~-e,:-3 --I 
.. __ ......... 
111 I ,, ~. 
_Enter One: (1) Gallons (2) Pounds (3) Tons (4) Drums (55 gal.) (5) Cubic Yards tY.: + " .. .. . . .. Use short descnpt1ons where poss1ble, 1.e., neutralization, then lagoon or lagoon, then InJected Jr volume reductton, then me mer a 
tion," or "into storage 5·11-84," etc. Y' - -. -- .. 
........... 
-.:,..hereby certify that the above record is accurate and c rrec to the best of my knowledge, and includes all co~t;olled industrial wastes 
generatw by this facilitY, for the quarter ending -~~.:;.~o~:.--=-oor---:. ..... 19&.... 
>ate __ ---~-,f~/z.:...t.3-fJ:,/U.::A&-____ _ 
-lKlAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
INDUSTRIAL WASTE DIVISION 
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ODH FORM NO. 847 
R•viwd l7·831 
EPA 1.0. No. , lg ID 11 Fft 1;14111 ti II I 124 
Dlapoaal Plan No. ltl/lzi4J /I 
19[1J12] Report for Ouartar Ending~~, 
C:·:-
(~:::· 
-
QUARTERLY REPORT 
GENERATORS OF 
CONTROLLED INDUSTRIAL WASTE 
Mo. OIV V11r 
-)be completed by generators of controlled industrial waste as defined by 63 O.S. 1981, 11·2004 et seq., and rules and regulations promul· 
•ted pursuant thereto, on a quarterly basis. This report is to be received by the Oklahoma State Department of Health, Industrial Waste 
'tflvision, no later than thirty (30) days after the end of the quarter • 
.. ..,siness/Piant Name:_.A..,8'""'t;_o.-.&.:./n ..... Ju.:;.-.::;..rfy..__,t;...:~:..;:S:;_ _________ Phone No. ( ~/13 1 <G§?-baZI? 
.,..ailing Aadress _ _.1....,2.__3'--....,.f.AJ~~ ... s-.... i ..-£ .... T_,_YI_..~-=~'-t ........ __ City _ _.Ti......,u..._l ... t ..... 4f::.a.-__ State OK Zip 741/3 
"'ant Address/Location ___ _.S,~a:LmLL.:.~~L-.------ City ________ County _____ State ____ _ 
~thorlzedA~ntandTi~e-~~~·-~~·~~~~~0_.~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----------~ 
Type or print clearly. Group entries by receiver, or use 
tparate sheeu for each. 
-
EPA OKLAHOMA RECEIVER'S HAULER r WASTE WASTE PERMIT LICENSE 
CODE CODE NUMBER NUMBER 
1--:lo o I I~ tf I~ '2- I 0 /( f'; ; II f 2. I l) '2 (J 
'Pl. 0 (> I I ' 3 ? tf 'Z. 0 ~ 
e; ; 
" 
rf '1- I o jZO 
lz,:o () 2 1. J: ~ ~ '2. ~ 0 /( ? 1 'f q !'l- tl> rz 0 
I 
T 
I 
i 
I 
.,. 
I I 
[ 
t 
I 
L_ 
I 
I Pa911 No. I of I 
® 
TOTAL QUARTERLY . 
VOLUME REMARKS- Oltpoul Mtthoc:ll, Proctdu"l or Problems+ 
I 2 C) 'c 0 ~ rz~~de 
& 0 ~ 0 (; Fu~ Is PYll ~tt,..,. 
3 ~ 0 0 ~ lnte&~ WelL 
--·-
-
- -
-
u~ : ,..._ ,. 
T~ ~~t'< , 
- -. :. !.:1 
]! ' 'l ~ 
Enter One: (1) Gallons (2) Pounds (3) Tons (4) Drums (55 gal.) (5) Cubic Yards /_'L/._; .. , , .. .. . 
"'Vse short descnpt1ons where poss1ble, 1.e., neutral1zat1on, then lagoon or lagoon, then m)ected Jr volume reduction, then mcmera 
. tion," or "into storage 5·1 1·84," etc. I' - - -... 
. .... . ... ~ 
, hereby certify that the above record is accurate and~o the best of my kn_~ledge, and includes all co~t;olled industrial wastes ~nerated by this facility, for the quarter ending ~k , 19~. 
late /t/z,'t.(tf,. J?.!!dj~ 
~S,~gn~.Tu~n~o~f~A~u~rh~or~iz~.a~A7~~nr~----------------------------------­
ODH FORM NO. 847 
Rtvilld (7·83) 
~~LAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
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EPA 1.0. No. ·r;:> !~ k? Itt l$lslq111 ill\ J 12J 
Disposal Plan No. I I ilizl4ltl 
Report for Quarter Ending~[1IZ], 19[1]1] 
Mo. Day v ... , 
QUARTERLY REPORT 
GENERATORS OF 
CONTROLLED INDUSTRIAL WASTE 
To be completed by generators of controlled industrial waste as defined by 63 O.S. 1981, t 1·2004 et seq,, and rules and regulations promul· 
~ated pursuant thereto, on a quarterly basis. This report is to be received by the Oklahoma State Department of Health, Industrial Waste 
Division, no later than thirty (30) days after the end of the quarter. 
Business/Plant Name:_J.A...~...~~:.f2 ..... 0"---"/fl:....:.>o<:Ju-.::W_..._...:..I-=-t"-=S'------------ Phone No. ( 1JB ) <G'?? -{:/(J'ZJ:!J 
"Mailing Address _ _.luZ ......... 2"--~l..a:.<J...,~ .... S'.._i....__..£'-4T...:.Yt...::~-='t!',_f:.~-- City __ Ti.......,..u-'-/~r,II£.'AL---- State OK Zip 7403 
Plant Address/Location ___ _,S';~aJ..LJ,...:..:..Joe.__ _____ City ________ County _____ State ____ _ 
~u~oriz~A~nt~dTide_~R~·-8~.~~~0~0~~~--~~~a~'~~~e~n~a~rl~~~e~~~~~~-----------~ 
Type or print clearly. Group entries by receiver, or use 
separate sheets for each. 
... 
® 
I EPA OKLAHOMA RECEIVER'S HAULER 
WASTE WASTE PERMIT LICENSE 
CODE CODE NUMBER NUMBER 
1F!o!o!/ ft$~tJL o! ,, ~ I~ It~! f :z.. I 0 '2 0 r.:........--
o !~ !s- ~~I c~l '1!2 ! 1 !o rz (j '-D,O~jf I !' i 3 I?~ tfi z. 
--:-.. + ,.. ·~t:· =P,-f--
1> 0 '(.) 12 ~~~~13 o XJ? 11Icf4 1?. !D rz 0 ' .l' 1-r----.--- -! I I . I 1--j J_L ~r---I 1 I ·+--t·~---t-1 -~--+ i-t-t-: . Jl i I I IT I I -~L I ' I ~T -+--.-- ! i : ! : .. : i I I I L 
-i-- .. -~~--,-,--
-.I I I ! I I ~-++"7-- I I : i1_1_ . I ; _L ; 
-
; I I ~ i ! I ' I i · I 
I Pa~ No. I of I 
TOTAL QUARTERLY . 
VOLUME REMARKS- Dispoul Methods, Procedures or Problems+ 
I I 0" tJ b 'R~f.<.lde I 
---1"- --· 
~ Fu~ Is P~ 1(4-IY\-
-
--
-+r z {)~ 0 G In 1~ c.fvr.v, We IL 
I i ! 
-
.. I i 
: 
i 
----
I : I I 
. 
-----· ----
-- . 
-------- ·- --·· -· 
I 
---~-
--
~-~-; -- -·· ~ ~- ... ··-+-·-+-- : l j ··I I-
--++ --1~--- ---~-- .... ··------·----- ---- ······--· -----; ! t +-!il. imii I , I I I --r-+-+-·- I ; 4----+-~-
--:- I . I ' 
-4-- r- -- T 
I I ; i ; ! I I : 
-
' I L .. -T.LJ_ r- ..... _, .. r-~-~ T:--- --- '--,.- -· r--. -------
• I i , i I I ' i l I 
-L....+ -~· .. 
-fi ! ; I 1· ·I j_ ·-f- . -------····-t I J I I I • I ' I I r-~.J--~· '- ~.!-
-
.... --+- .. 
-- t·-··:·-7·--r- ~~r- . -----·--I i i I I ; ! i ! I i I i I --+-~-+- I 1 • : i· 
-4-r-+ __ ). __ . _.__r ·T··~ ·r-- - t l- ;- "l- --- ---- -----····---- ----
· I i ++4 +++-·-;-t·-T H- ~._ -t-·-- l f--·---------~ .. ·-- I .. r·f-i+~- ,--· ; j -.-+t-· ·1-~- . i I I . I ; . 
_ •Enter One: (1) Gallons (2) Pounds (3) Tons (4) Drums (55 gal.) (51 Cubic Yards 
+Use short descriptions where possible, i.e., "neutralization, then lagoon" or "lagoon, then injected" or 'volume reduction, then incinera· 
tion," or "into storage 5·11·84," etc. 
·I hereby certify that the above record is accurate and c ct t the best of my knowledge, and includes all controlled industrial wastes 
-generated by this facility, for the quarter ending _ __.:.u.~~----- , 19-f.1_. 
Date 3/st Ml 
-OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
INDUSTRIAL WASTE DIVISION 
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dt;lirw.·cJ ,., h.ill'tucJuu' '" "-'"'hun 101 Cl4t nt th"· ( •'"'r'"h"-n" H' I n'n••nn\\- nt.~ . 
lh·•P"""'· <"••mJI<'""''"'" o~nd I who hi\ 1\(t ool l'i~Ul( I llCI "I '"th tho ,.,,..r"·"' .. 1 
lh•hl· 'uh,e;u,n·, '''t!UI.-":d ill' h.tt61fd••u' ~~~..~ .. tt.· urkkr Suh111k (" nl f(( W ·\ h .,, .. ,, 
U\4.:lud\' ' f"''Ut•k·unl. \' tt . &:rudt' tnl nr •"~ lrtu:t•nn th.;r,.,,, "'hu.:h '"" h'4u•d .11 ,l.at't.l.eh l 
l'llndollnn• nf tCfnJ'I'fWtUI<' ;and pr•·"UI<' IHI\Jq:r.·l" t .. hr,·nh\·ot o~n.J 1• ~ f"tUI>Ih J'l • 
\'lUll~ 1no:h llh.,•lutc 1 
Wtwrr To "-iotlh! ( nmrl,·h·tt "-''''"··•• •••n '"'"" '""' tkt """' · .~!' , ,, . ... · •· •· 
'"''" ••th.· ~nr ·•• ~·"" "'"~' 
WhtnTu~otir,~ l.()v.n,·r .. nl unth·•t:"'un't'"''"tf'' t.lnL'm'"'.''' : h.et h,n , "' '' 
14l.,·n tlUI nl Of"'fMtu•n i.ilt,·r .lt~~ftUJI\ I IV'4 hut ,,,u 1n tf'k· t!•uund tnu .. r "''' •' '· h· 
M.-~ k. I 'itt#\ 2. 0" ""''' "h,, h11ntr und,·r~ruund '"''ell!'-' lt~nl. .. ""' ' '""' ... ,,. , ''·•' ~ 
19"*'. mu'l nnul~ "'••h•n .\0 dt~\' uf hunlt•"t: th,· tC~~nL' '"''' u, ,. 
"'n•h~: An) 0"ttwr •hfl lf.no..tncl~ f•il• lo noli(' or wbmih f1l" infurm.ollnn 
shall tw wbjl't't 10 • chil JWnlh~ not lu nrr.cl SIO.OOO for nrh tanlo fur •hlfh 
IIOCtronriun ia not &i>rn Of IM •hich faM infu11n1110n i\ 1ubmonrd 
Plra•C t~ rc or prtnl '"ink atln.·m· ucer• ~,,,n.llurc·m Sc:ctton , . Thi\ form must b) compltCtd for 
tach location containin& undtr&round scor11t tanks. If mor~· th<.tn 5 101nk• arc ov. ned a11ht' luca110n . 
. J'lholocup~ I he rr,cr!oe ~•de:. and •Ia pic cun11nua11on ~hcr1~ lo tht• form 
Owner Name tCorporallon. tnaovoauao. Pubhc Agency. or Olner Enhty) 
AsC ln~sfr,~.s 
StrMt Address 
/22 WEST 
County 
"'ut..SA ~~~~--------=~---·--------City State ZIP Code (uLSA OK. '?if! I~ 
Area Code qra 
Type of Owner (Mert ell INt epply"" J 
~ Current 0 S1a1e or Local Gov'l 
0 Former 0 Federal Gov'J 
(GSA fiCihty 1.0 . no. 
lll::?f Prtvale or 
t:::al. Corporate O Own~rsr-up 
vncerlaon 
Facihty Name or Company S•te loenttfter. as applicable 
StrMI Address or State Road. as applicable 
County 
C1ty (neareal) 
lndocale 
number ol 
tanks II thos 
tocauon 
State ZIP Code 
Mark bo• h~re 1f rank (s) 
are located on lana wo!rlon 
an Indo an reserve lion or 
on otl'ler lndtan trusl lands 
0 
Area Code Pnone Numo e r 
0 Mark bo• ner~ only •llhos •s an amenoeo or subseQuenl nol•ltcallon for lt'us locat•on 
I cert1fy un<.it!r penalty of law that I have personally exammeo ana am fam•ltar w1th lhe 1nforma11on submotted on thiS and all allacheo 
documents. and that based on my mqu•ry of those tnd1v1dua1s ommedoatefy·respon s•ble tor obta•ntng lhe tnlormat•on . 1 b elieve thal lhe 
subm•tted .ntormat•on •s true. accurate, and complete 
htle of owner or owners aulf'lorozeo repres!'nlatove 
Uoore 
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Please print or type (Form designed for use on elite (12-pitch) typewriter) Form Approved OMB No. 2050-0039. Expires 9-30-88 
.... 
; 
... 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
UNIFORM HAZARDOUS t 1. Generator's US EPA ID No. Manifest Document No 
WASTE MANIFEST 0/~ D tfb'~#Z/1'}.,.1 ~0 !!L62_ 2. Page 1 J Information in the shaded areas of / Is not required by Federal law. 
3. Generator's Name and Mailing Address ABC. (tu:k sfy.,t's A. State Manlfeat Document Number •, 
IZ3 {)Jesc s-~r~-t 
4. Generator's Phone ( q f P> l ~ Tc; I Stlf. I t) /(_ 7 'fl13 
B. Stat~ Generator'a ID .. 
l,l/2.&5 .- ·. •. ~·., ... ·• 
5. Transporter 1 Company Name 6. US EPA ID Number C. State Transporter's 10 
EVINRoN TRA~~L T I ;-x D 44-.:J?JZZ-1 f '3 D. Transporter's Phone 
7. Transporter 2 Company Name . 8. US EPA ID Number E. State Transporter's ID 
I F. Transporter's Phone 
9. Designated Facility Name and Site Address 10. US EPA ID Number G. Sta_~e Facllity'a ID 
f3 I {_L,f N ~'S' DISPoS4L. 
4-'5 N. Ro4C 
1..:1"2( D t? ~ Z.U11- ~ 1 
H. Faclllty'J Phont 
LCI\IE ST~ rx 7&5a)fi!J . ";'_:{1., _· . ; .... . ·. :- . 
12. Containers 13. 14. I. 
11. US DOT Description (Including Proper Shipping Name, Hazard Class and ID Number) Total Unit Waste No. 
0 rm:r- No. Type Quantity WWol 
E a. 1-1-1 'TR !Cf.IL()/lOE~E: J N £AlA-S TE 
E 
-;... ··: ·. i=OO/ R OR.J..f- E- ON /Cf~l? l/2Q1_ 0'1 ~c;o 6 A 
T b. ()J .4-S 7 E P£..,AMM A-6 t-E LtGVt 0 1 f\/OS 0 
'/. R UN ,qq~ 00~ D!1_ IS"() ~ IJOO I 
c. CJ.JA-S 1'E C 0 R.l<. OS 1\/ e L14_VID 1 /\)OS 
x ON 11'14- OO_Il D!1_ Af2_t; k:t t>~J-
d. 
. 
~- Additional Descriptions for Materials Listed Above K. Handling Codes for Wastes Listed Above 
.. 
15. Special Handling Instructions and Additional Information 
16. GENERATOR'S CERTIFICATION: I hereby declare that the contentl ol th11 conSignment are fully and accurately deacrlbed above by 
proper ahipplng name and are claasilied. packed, marked, and labeled. and are in all reapectaln proper conditiOn lor tranaport by highway 
according to applicable International and national government regula tiona. 
Ill am a large quantity generator. I certify that I have a program in place to reduce the volume and toxicity of waste generated to the degree I have determmed to be 
economically practicable and that I have selected the practicable method ol treatment, storage. or disposal currently available to me wh1ch minimizes the present and 
future threat to human health and the environment; OR. ill em a small quantity generator. I have made a good la1th elfort to minimize my waste generation and select 
the best waste manaqement method that is available to me and that I can alford. 
r Printed{T~ed Name I Slgr;8/Z.t 71 lor-rc- Month Day Year 
./3. f.1 Dt'JYe I hI I 187 
T 17. Transporter 1 Acknowledgement of Rece1pt of Matenals I 
R 
A Printedned Name ISig~(JL-, 
'flu. t8th I fay I~~ H oward 8/v~ s p 
0 18. Transporter 2 Acknowledgement of Rece1pt of Matenals 
R 
\1 \1 \ I S1gnature ronth' Day I Year T Prlnted{Typed Name E 
R 
19. Discrepancy Indication Space 
F 
A 
c 
I 
L 
20. Facility Owner or Operator: Cert1flcat1on of rece1pt of hazardous matenals covered by th1s man1fest except as noted m Item 19. t 
T 
Printed{Typed Name ls2J ttl A Month Day Year y L,_~ rltke Jtr'J,~c. 18 I; 1st? 
Style F15AEV-6 Labelmaster. D1v. of Amencan Labelmark Co. Inc. 60646 ~ y \ ~ EPA Form 87()()-22 (Rev. 9186) Previous ed1hons are obsolete. 
ORIGINAL-RETURN TO GENERAl"OR 
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: . .,._· ... -... -_~ .... --~. : ·-·. 
.,_Please print or type (Form designed for use on elite (12-potch) typewriter) Form Approved OMS No. 2050-0039. Expires 9-30-88 
UNIFORM HAZARDOUS' 1. Generator's us EPA 10 No. Manifest Document No 2. Page/ I Information in the shaded areas 
WASTE MANIFEST 0 K. D '195 t/.-3 Z f I o o :z_ 12 3· of is not required by Federal law. 
3. Generator's Name and Mailing Address AI3C f~cltt.I"'h H"' s t; A. State Manifest Document Number l- ~ • 
rz.~ ~s-1:. !'-fr,~ B. State Generator'a 10 . • 
Generator's Phone ( tfl 8 ~ /.IZS Tulr-~ . ()K 1'1-11 ~ ..... , 
-
4. 
5. Transporter 1 Company Name 6. US EPA 10 Number C. State Transporter's 10 
f?G~ll M~-d~ I D. Transporter's Phone 
7. Transporter '2' Company Name 8. US EPA ID Number E. State Transporter's ID 
I F. Transporter's Phone 
- 9. Designated Facility Name and Site Address 10. US EPA ID Number G. State Facility's 10 
~E4-Dtj lft:JVL. ,tJc 
H. Facility's Phone 
-
I 
12. Containers 13. 14. I. 
11. US DOT Description (Including Proper Shipping Name, Hazard Class and ID Number) Total Unit Waste No. 
0 rmr No. Type Quantity WINo! 
E a. tv/tSTE R.,A1"1M -4-8 (A!£ {.,IQ u I D I Jtld~ N 
E x .. R liN jq_!l3 001 1>'1 ~0 b --p~a/ A 
-
T b. 
-
0 
R 
c. 
-
d. 
-
. 
J. Additional Descriptions for Materials Listed Above K. Handling Codes for Was.tes Listed Above 
. (·.·.·.-' 
·" 
.. 
-
15. Special Handling Instructions and Additional Information 
- 16. GENERATOR'S CERTIFICATION: I hereby declare that the conlenla ot thoa conaognment ere lully and accurately deacrobed above by proper shipping name and are classified. packed, marked, and labeled. and are on all respec11 in proper condition tor Hans pori by highway 
according to applicable international and national government regulations. 
Ill am a large quantity generator. I certify thai I have a program in place 10 reduce I he volume and toxicity ol wasta generated to the degree I have determined to be 
-
economocally practicable and thai I have selected the practocable method ot treatment. storage. or disposal currently available 10 me whoch monimizes lha present and 
future threat 10 human heallh and the envoronmenl; OR. il I am a small quantoly generator, I have made a good failh effort to monomize my waste generatoon and select 
the best waste management method lhal is available 10 me and lhatl can afford 
Printed/Typed Name I Signatu:zz ~ Month Day Year R. /!1. HOOf"'~ J/c ... ~ I " Itt? let :..; ()7 t::.--
-
-
T 17. Transporter 1 Acknowledgement ol Receipt of Materials 
R 
ls,gn0f-rwe 
A Pr~yped Na)'L • ~ rzth 1 ~;; ,~4-N ~Mt_,.U-s "1\..l ,IV\ A. [A p 
0 18. Transporter 2 Acknowledgement of Recetpt of Matenals 
R I Signature T Printed/Typed Name Month Day Year E I I I R 
-
19. Discrepancy lnd1catton Space 
F 
A 
c 
I 
L 
20. Facility Owner or Operator: Certtfocatton of recetpt of hazardous matenals covered b_l.lhos mantles! except as noted tn Item 19. I 
T y Printed/Typed Name J~~~ A,- t~ml~ I~ 00 1!7 <;;ik r--nr 
-
' Style F15REV-6 Labelmaster, Oov. of Amancan Labelmark Co. Inc. 60646 CY"~ ~ EPA Form 870Q-22 (Rev. 9186) PreviOUs editions are obsole\e. 
ORIGINAL-RETURN TO GENERATOR 
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SAMPLE SOLUTION 
List of potential problems noted: 
-suspicious of PWI Landfill from abstract review 
-question body shop operation from abstract review, suggest 
further investigation 
-would want to test at a base level: pond, creek~ and 
selected spots along border to drum recycler, strengthened 
by indication of low-lying area on that border 
-·qu\·?st :i. on ~"\ll"l'/ 
ncJt :i ·F i c<::•.t ion 
tn<0.n i + c;;:·!::.t. 
no documentation between January of "81 (when 
of activity submitted) and July of '84 (second 
-suspicious of why quarterly volumes decreased significantly 
in March '87 quarterly report 
-note to look at and test underground storage tanks 
··-su!o;pic:iow;:; o·f Jul'y' ''EllJ. m;,:u··,:i+l~!;;:t of "n:::>e:u:l)/ haul" c:Dmp,::my 
suspicion strengthened by transporter and owners name 
also no ID number 
-would additionally want to find indication of drum storage 
from PWI and test as required 
Based on the documentation presented, would be very hesitant 
to consider purchase seriously. Would require strong 
indemnification and contractual agreements. 
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SUMMARY 
The paper•s objective was to lay out procedures for 
buyers, sellers, and lenders to minimize their potential 
liability when dealing with real estate transfer with the 
possibility of environmental damage, which it does very well. 
The common goal of all parties involved is to protect 
themselves against future problems and the paper lays out a 
procedure h1ghl1ted by an environmental audit which does ~~st 
that. 
The audit consists of four stages: an abstract review, a 
paperwork search/review, an on-site inspection, and lab 
tests. The paper then goes into detail in each individual 
section. In the abstract review, the procedure calls for a 
review of the abstract by an attorney with the result being a 
list of past property owners and uses of the land. In the 
paperwork search/review, the procedures g1ve specific 
contacts with addresses for securing documentation and a 
checklist for reviewing the documentation. The result 1s g 
mapping and noting of potential problems to be investigated 
further. For the on-site inspection, specific checklists of 
target areas to observe are given and the rest of the 
procedure 1s flowcharted. The suggested lab tests are in two 
phases, a basic level and a second level for specific 
problems. 
The special areas of interest for each party are then 
laid out with a basis to proceed into the negotiations phase. 
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The result is a comprehensive set of guidelines for any one 
of the forementioned parties to follow when dealing with real 
estate transfer with the possibility of environmental damage. 
I would like to thank Dr. Wayne C. Turner for all his 
help and guidance in developing this paper and for developing 
as a person in general. His presence has been invaluable. 
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APPENDIX A 
DOCUMENTATION CHECKLIST 
This list does not claim to be complete but rather used as 
a guideline for reviewing the paperwork. 
MANIFESTS 
names~ are company and individuals names consistent with 
ether documentation and manifests? Are names 
given in all correct places? Are company names 
such as the transporter and the disposal site 
known ones? 
comments~ 
addresses: are all addresses present and consistent with 
ether documentation and manifests? 
comments~ 
dates: are all dates present, in correct chro~ological 
order, and are returned dates within the 30 day 
period? 
comments: 
signatures: has the manifest been signed in the correct 
places? Printed names do not suffice. 
comments: 
I. D. #"s: are all ID numbers given and consistent with 
other documentation and manifests? 
comments= 
final copies: have the final copies of the manifests 
been received and filed? Is there any 
evidence of tampering with the manifest? 
comments: 
descriptions: are all descriptions of the shipped waste 
correct and complete? 
comments: 
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UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK NOTIFICATIONS 
names: a~e names given on the form and are they 
consistent with other documentation? 
comments: 
addresses: are all appropriate addresses present and 
consistent with other documentation? 
comments: 
dates: are dates present and concurrent with reporting 
period? 
comments: 
signatures: has the notification been signed? Printed 
names will not suffice. 
comments: 
number: note the number of tanks reported to see if all 
can be found on-site. 
comments: 
location: note location of tanks to help locate them on-
site in case they are net obvious. 
comments: 
QUARTERLY REPORTS 
names: are names given and are they consistent with 
other documentation and quarterly reports? 
comments: 
addresses: are addresses present and consistent with 
other documentation and quarterly reports? 
comments: 
dates: do the dates follow a chronological quarterly 
pattern~ Do there seem to be any quarters 
missing? 
comments: 
signatures: are signatures present and consistent with 
other documentation and quarterly reports? 
comments: 
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permit #"s: are permit numbers given and consistent with 
other quarterly reports? 
comments~ 
consistency of volume~ does there seem to be a pattern 
of the amount of a given waste 
disposed of in a given quarter 
and does that amount stay fairly 
constant? 
comments: 
consistency of waste codes: do the reports seem to have 
the same wastes disposed of 
and are the codes always 
present and consistent? 
comments~ 
EPA NOTIFICATION OF HAZARDOUS WASTE ACTIVITY 
names: are names present and consistent with other 
documentation? 
comments: 
addresses~ are addresses present and consistent with 
other documentation? 
comments: 
dates: when was the notification g1ven and how long 
after that was the next dated documentation you 
could find? 
comments: 
I.D. #: 1s the ID # present and is it consistent with 
other documentation? 
comments: 
PERMIT APPLICATIONS 
names: are names present and consistent with other 
documentation? 
comments: 
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addresses: are addresses present and consistent with 
other documentation? 
c Ci rn rn ~~0 r~, t. :'5 :: 
dates~ is the date present and when was the application 
m<::td£~'? 
C:C)i'11inc-.::7nts:: 
signatures: are signatures present and consistent with 
ether documentation? Printed names do not 
·:;;u·ffic:~;.~ .. 
c: cJmtnf2n t. ~=; ~ 
I .. D. #'s: are ID numbers present and consistent with 
other documentation? 
CCJfnfiiF.:nt s; :: 
subsequent action: 1s there any indication of the 
results of the application? 
c CJinrn~:?n t -~:; :: 
SPILL REPOHTS 
names: 1s the name given of the person reporting the 
spill? Is the name of the spilled substance 
. --Gi 1 \.IE·:'n · :·' 
c: C:)ifitnE~n t s: 
d,·,:tt:.::~•:: :i. ·:::; thE::.• c],·,:.tF:! Cl·f th.o~ ·::;p:i. 11 Qi Vf:~r·1? 
c: CJii'lins~n t s; !! 
signatures: are signatures given? Printed names will 
not ~:::.u.++ i c:c·?2. 
location: is the location of the spill given? 
C lJDl:"I'1C'n t ·;;;j. :: 
action~ what action was taken to clean the up the spill? 
c: ommc=..!n t:. !:; :: 
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follow up~ were tests of the spilled area taken at a 
later time and what were. the results? 
comments~. 
CLOSURE PLANS 
names: are names given and are they consistent with 
ether documentation? 
comments~ 
dates: what are the dates on the closure plan? 
comments~ 
act1on: was the plan followed? Look for areas of 
closure which can be observed on-site. 
comments: 
AUDIT RESULTS 
names: who performed the audit and who was interviewed 
in the plant? 
comments: 
dates: when was the audit held? Was the audit sometime 
after a spill or other problem? 
comments: 
results: what were the pFoblem areas noted in the audit? 
comments: 
action: 1s t~1ere any evidence of action taken to remedy 
problems noted in the audit~ 
comments: 
COMPLIANCE RECORDS 
names~ who was held accountable for the action if any 
was taken~ Is this name consistent with other 
documentation? 
comments: 
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addresses~ are addresses present and are they consistent 
with other documentation? 
comments: 
date~ when was the compliance check made? Did this 
happen to fall after a spill or other problem? 
comments: 
problem: was there a problem with compliance and if so, 
what was the problem? 
comments: 
action: is there any indication of action taken to 
remedy problems with compliance? 
comments: 
fine: was there a fine administered and if so, how much? 
comments~ 
EM~RGENCY AND HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL INVENTORY FORMS 
names: are names present and consistent with other 
documentation? 
comments: 
addresses: are addresses given and are they consistent 
with other documentation? 
comments: 
dates: are dates present and when are they? 
comments: 
signatures: who signed the form and is this person 
someone who•s name appears other places in 
the documentation? A printed name is not 
sufficient. 
comments: 
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consistency: are successive forms consistent and de the 
forms seem consistent with other 
documentation? 
comments~ 
TOXIC CHEMICAL RELEASE FORMS 
names: are names present and consistent with other 
documentaton? 
comments: 
addresses: are addresses present and consistent with 
other documentation? 
comments~ 
dates: are dates present and do they match up with the 
reporting period? 
comments: 
consistency: do successive forms seem· to be consistent? 
comments: 
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APPENDIX B 
TARGET AREAS TO OBSERVE DURING WALKAROUND ON-SITE 
This list does not claim to be a complete checklist but 
rather a guide for areas which should be observed. 
-drums or drum storage areas 
-ground with lack of vegetation 
-deformed plant life 
-creeks, ponds 
-dead trees 
-areas on the ground with gooey substance or splotches 
-right-of-ways 
-tanks 
-foundations 
-underground storage tanks 
-low-lylng areas 
-all perimeter area 
-areas where tanks used to be 
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